Results
Noosa Hinterland Land Use Survey
By close of the online survey on 30 September 2018, 154 responses were received. The following is
an outline of results.

Property location
Of the 154 responses, 91.5% (141) provided suburb and/or postcode information for their property.
Of the 141, 82.5% (116) responses were from locations inside the boundaries of Noosa Shire
hinterland study area. The main locations of respondents within Noosa Shire were Cooroy (30%);
Pomona (15.5%); Kin Kin (14.8%); and Cooran (8.5%). Of the 116 responses identified as Noosa
hinterland rural landowners, 58% (67) included sufficient information (combination of street/road
number and/or name, suburb, post code) suitable for geocoding in the GIS.

Properties and land uses
The property size of survey respondents ranged from 1 hectares to 200 hectares, with 22
respondents indicating their properties were greater than 40 hectares. The predominant land use
(25%) was grazing cattle, with horses, tree crops and chickens also frequent land uses. A number of
properties provide some food for the family. A large proportion of respondents reported less
intrusive forms of land use: 66% indicated retention of vegetation; 38% revegetation; and 40% have
land that has been cleared but is not being used. In particular the 40% with unused cleared land
identified this land to be between 8 hectares to 32 hectares.

Commercial production
Seventy-six (51%) properties generated sales from cattle, fruit, house rental, sales of chickens or
eggs, and wool. Thirteen of the properties were full-time primary producers, 25 were part-time
primary producers, and the majority, 106 (70%) described property activities as
lifestyle/conservation. Four derived 100% of their income from the property, 14 respondents
derived 50% or over of their income from the property.

Land Use GIS Mapping
An updated Noosa hinterland agriculture land use data layer was created by combining the
2015/2016 map results with the updated (new and/or confirmed) parcel-specific land use
information provided by workshop participants and local experts (123 parcels) and the parcel
specific attribute data attained from the sixty-seven (67) survey responses that were successfully
geocoded and properly matched to Noosa LGA parcel addresses.
Figure 1 shows the original 378 parcels mapped in 2015/2016 (shown in beige) combined with those
parcels for which new information was obtained from the workshops (depicted in red) and locations
where address specific survey data could also be assessed (black dot symbols).
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Figure 1 Updated parcel data inputs for Noosa.

In total, updated mapping of land use activities was completed for 462 parcels, an increase of 84
parcels (22%) from 2015 to 2018. Table 1 summarizes the number of parcels according to primary
use. Beef cattle was the predominant primary use of land.
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Table 1 Number of parcels according to primary use.

Land Use Activity
Beef cattle
Horses
Horticulture
Other animals
Forestry
Permaculture
Dairy cattle
Non production rural business e.g. tourism
Non production other
Total parcels

# of Parcels
272
69
54
11
9
8
7
15
17
462

Detail maps have been created for Cooroy, Pomona, and Kin Kin respectively In the maps below,
beef cattle is shown in light red, while horticulture is depicted in yellow, and rural
accommodation/tourism in orange (Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4). The Kin Kin detail also includes
some forestry parcels (dark green) to the northeast and southeast of town, as w ell as a
concentration of parcels west of Kin Kin devoted to permaculture activities (light green) (Figure 5).

Forest
Beef
Horticulture
Figure 2 Cooran-Pomona- Cooran detailed land use.
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Figure 3 Cooroy Southwest detailed land use.
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Figure 4 Pomona- Cooran detailed land use.
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Figure 5 Kin Kin detailed land use.

Forestry

Certain limitations of the mapping should be recognised, firstly
the mapping only focused on the agriculture-oriented activity
defined for a particular property and only the primary activity.
Similarly intensity was not mapped, for example two parcels
may have been mapped as ‘horses’, one property may only have
one horse while the other may have 15 head, both are
represented in the same way on the map.

Beef
Horticulture
Accommodation/tourism
Permaculture

Please see USC’s Rural Enterprise Plan Research Study Final Report for detailed information on the
Survey, GIS mapping and first round of workshops.
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Round 1 Workshops
In early May 2018, a series of four community workshops were held at Kin Kin, Cooroy, Tewantin and
Pomona. A total of 33 people attended these workshops.

Current Land Use
The workshops indicated that current land uses involved a range of farming activities. Not only
raising and selling beef cattle and other livestock such as pork (weaners), lambs, goats, and horses,
but a range of tree crops (nut and fruit) and small crops (vegetable, herbs for culinary and medicinal
use). Other types of activities include beehives for pollination and honey; forestry for timber,
accommodation (Bed and Breakfast accommodation, wellness retreats) and home businesses. Many
workshop attendees were interested in operating in a sustainable way, being self-sufficient by
growing food for their own or neighbours’ use, reducing food miles, ‘keeping it local’. Some were
focussed on improving soil quality for productive purposes ‘growing healthy foods from healthy
soils’ or using permaculture. Others are revegetating habitat with native species for wildlife habitat
e.g. blue gums for koala corridor; Nature Refuge, VCA property, conservation, animal release, some
on land formerly used as plantations, cattle grazing or horticulture.

Opportunities regarding future land use
The workshops specified the following opportunities for future land use:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Livestock: goats, sheep farming (issue of wild animals and foot rot because of damp soil, but
could use alpacas for protection); rotation of land for cattle grazing; animal breeding, resting of
animals (horses, cattle) on properties – consider share farming to allow resting and rotation of
land/animals; agistment while people on holidays or walking Noosa Trail.
Tree crops such as lychees, mangoes, bananas, feijoa but focus on current market demands
Increase local produce at local markets
High demand for herbs and for local food from restaurants and ‘foodies’; ‘Paddock-Plate’
Cooloola concept; need greater branding of local produce. Consider lemon myrtle and lemon
grass; essential oils; micro-herbs; native Indigenous violets.
Consider use of aquaponics/ hydroponics
Medicinal cannabis plantation
Native bees, Jelly bush honey, Leptospermum
Ma-ring-ga tree (food protein, native to Himalayans); potential cooperative drying facility
Cut flowers –they are seasonal so there is an issue of reliability; need types of flowers that will
withstand conditions (drought/wet; access to water); link to supermarkets and Rocklea

Ecotourism/Heritage/Health and well-ness tourism
The following suggestions were provided for overall tourism and ecotourism ventures:
•

Build on Noosa Trail Network by providing different levels of rural accommodation including
farm stays, AirBnBs, wellness retreats, cafes, also for horse agistment for users of the trail.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offer 3 day Noosa Trail connect where luggage is carried in between locations, special events
can be staged (riding, cycling)
Improve tracks to avoid user clashes e.g. Mountain bike trails wellness clinics and retreats
Provide better history interpretation around rural towns such as Kin Kin by developing a heritage
trail
Improved land use and regeneration
Revegetation including plantations for koalas; carbon farming, maintaining positive Carbon
Footprint
Land for research purposes
Combined multi-use and production systems such as agro-forestry and agro-ecology e.g. mature
trees with vegetables underneath, or solar panels with farming or grazing underneath/alongside.

Collaboration opportunities
Participants identified a number of collaborative ideas that could improve outcomes for landholders,
including farm production, marketing and distribution, and revegetation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Farm production. Rotational grazing and share farming to allow land to rest, improve production
and share workload
Share knowledge from experience about what crops grow well; make better use of permaculture
Group
Develop a Co-op (e.g. culinary and medicinal herbs) to provide regular supply share food
processing
Distribution cooperative to share and reduce time and cost of transport, but also places (e.g.
online forum) where people can share excess produce Interaction with consumers/tourism
Build links between Noosa Trail Network and farm produce and small businesses that can
support each other e.g. a map showing where products/produce is located
Build links with businesses outside of Shire – Mary Valley Cooperative; other food trails
Market Kin Kin as a health and nutrition, trail/drive tour destination.
Improving/revegetation the land
Share ideas and knowledge regarding land care practices such as animal and plant pest control
and greater use of human waste and building soil quality
Coordinate small holdings for carbon farming initiatives
Local expertise to help with rural finance, marketing and risk assessment
Incubator start-ups (“Grow Coastal”), using Peregian hub or the University of the Sunshine Coast
Innovation Centre

Constraints and Needs
The following needs/ constraints were raised:
•
•
•
•
•

Need a cooperative approach among neighbours regarding animal and plant pest control
Need more education/information about appropriate crops consistent with soil quality, weather
Need to link producers to processors, marketers or consumers. e.g. where to sell, branding
Need for forums to get together, share ideas and information, share produce, foster local
collaboration and resilience
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to improve understanding about Noosa Council zoning/land classification and
infrastructure needs; need info before buying land; need commitment by Council for
forestry/carbon zone
Need a way to manage potential conflicts
noise, odours; implications of Vegetation Act changes
Need to hire labourers/workers collaboratively
Investigate sharing equipment to reduce costs
Better understanding of produce profitability
Better understanding of certification/accreditation
Some areas need better mobile/internet coverage

Please see USC’s Rural Enterprise Plan Research Study Final Report for detailed information on the
Survey, GIS mapping and first round of workshops.

Round 2 Workshops
Workshop 1 - Sustainable agriculture: new products and markets
Thirty-eight attendees gathered at Cooroy Memorial Hall on 15 November 2018 for the first of three
workshops (Figure 6), marking the start of the second round of community engagement for the REP.
This workshop featured information from research and discussions on the concept paper topics of
small-crop farming, permaculture, carbon farming and holistic farm management. The workshop
included presentations about opportunities and enablers across these topics for the
community/region in new and emerging products and markets. Presentations were given on carbon
farming, holistic management and small-crop farming by Dr Sandra O’Sullivan (SOSJ Consulting), in
addition to a survey and purchase intercept survey update by Professor Claudia Baldwin (USC). This
was followed by a world café group activity in which participants gathered around four separate
tables and discussed key actions and next steps for each topic area.

Figure 6. Workshop 1 - Sustainable agriculture - New products and markets
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Workshop Analysis

The most highly prioritised opportunities or needs identified by workshop participants included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New method proposed for measuring increased soil carbon from planned grazing, dry
matter measurement. This was identified as a missing approved methodology under the
Australian Government’s Emissions Reduction Fund (5 points - Carbon farming)
Possibility for landowners to apply for carbon credits under the Emissions Reduction Fund as
an ‘Aggregate’, small holdings grouping together (4 points – Carbon Farming)
Mentor services (6 points - small farms/niche produce)
Business training for small crop farmers: Horticulture training services (6 points - small
farms/niche produce)
Soil testing and monitoring for real evidence, hard evidence (9 points - Holistic management)
Co-op markets for selling produce. Where are they? Need a list directory (or Permaculture
Noosa starts one? (8 points - Permaculture)
Need introductory permaculture workshops with Country Noosa (8 points - Permaculture).

In the case of carbon farming, a number of participants were interested in particular facets of carbon
farming, specifically the ability to measure carbon content of soil, which appears to be missing in
support given under the Australian Government’s Emission Reduction Fund (ERF). Similarly, the
highest priority interest in holistic farming was more support and resources for soil testing and
monitoring to provide evidence to inform holistic management practices and their impact on soil
and plant nutrition.
Training for horticulture business was identified as a high priority, alongside the need for mentoring
services to support growing sustainable agriculture enterprise. Similarly, participants called for
introductory courses to permaculture with Country Noosa. Participants also recognised a need for
increased awareness and information on co-operatives and markets. The group recognised a
number of markets in the region, but suggested the value of having them brought together in a list,
with Permaculture Noosa proposed as the local group potentially responsible for its development.
Please see Workshop 2 Final Report for more detailed (World Café) outcomes.

Workshop 2: Sustainable agriculture: collaboration and resource sharing
Twenty three participants attended the second workshop at Cooroy Memoria Hall on 22nd
November 2018 (Figure 7) to discuss key points across the topics of: local networks, shared
marketing and distribution, circular economy and sustainable grazing. After introductions and
information about the project, there were presentations from Dick Barnes (Treasurer of Country
Noosa) on sustainable grazing, and Helen Andrews on some opportunities for collaboration and
sharing resources. In particular, Helen spoke about the Food and Agribusiness Network (FAN) and
her social enterprise, Spare Harvest – a local online food and garden resource-sharing marketplace.
Local experts again assisted with the facilitation (Martin Duncan, Jason Virtue, Helen Andrew and
Dick Barnes, respectively). The final portion of the workshop was again dedicated to the world café
activity, in which participants gathered around three topics: collaboration, culture & history, and
ecotourism/recreational tourism. As in the previous workshops, participants ‘voted’ on their top four
priorities across the topics.
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Figure 7. Workshop 2 -collaboration and resource sharing

Workshop Analysis

The most highly prioritised opportunities or needs identified by workshop participants included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distribution Network/Centre - missing link, we need this to move forward (15 votes - Local
Networks)
Commercial kitchen available for community use (i.e. Kandanga Kitchen, Kin Kin State School,
Cooran Hall) (Local Networks)
A person who coordinates between producers and super market buyers (private or co-op
business) (8 votes – marketing and distribution)
Training, marketing, customer identification (8 votes – marketing and distribution)
Commercial community kitchen allied to community gardens (8 votes – marketing and
distribution)
Register of landholders wanting to share land: with a de-risk process, with a facilitator,
appropriate insurance and land-share template (8 votes – circular economy).

Low prioritisation overall of sustainable grazing points may be due to the specificity of the topic,
which would draw interest mostly from those with particular interest in animal farming, whereas the
other topics are applicable to more general farming interest. The most highly prioritised idea was a
centralised hub for information and support on marketing, distribution, equipment and other links
for sustainable grazing.
A desire for collaboration and tools to facilitate community and industry connections for
better/easier distribution, marketing, processing and land-sharing is a consistent theme across the
key ideas raised and prioritised by the workshop group. This may be due to the region’s transition
from traditional agricultural structures to greater fragmentation into smaller parcels of land, and
changing farming practices and communities. For example, one popular point was the usefulness of
a community kitchen, in which niche products and produce from small farms could be properly and
legally processed for sale. Overall participants demonstrated interest in a variety of sustainable
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agricultural practices, most of which support small land holdings and polyculture systems and also
promote collaboration of enterprises.

Workshop 3: Eco-tourism
This workshop was also well attended, with twenty-eight participants engaged in discussion at Kin
Kin Hall on 3rd December 2018 (Figure 8). Again, an introduction to the project was provided,
followed by a presentation by Claudia Baldwin (USC) on the food miles and land survey projects and
some planning information from council.

Figure 8. Workshop 2 - Ecotourism

A panel discussion featured Jodie Williams (Kin Kin General Store), Juanita Bloomfield (Tourism
Noosa), Martin Duncan (Country Noosa, FAN) and Claudia Baldwin (USC). This discussion was
opened up to the whole group, who were able to ask questions of panel members, followed by
morning tea. The final portion of the workshop was again dedicated to the world café activity, in
which participants gathered around three topics: collaboration, culture & history, and
ecotourism/recreational tourism. As in the previous workshops, participants ‘voted’ on their top
four priorities across the topics.
Workshop analysis

The most highly prioritised opportunities or needs identified by workshop participants included:
•
•
•
•
•

Network of local businesses (product and seasonality) (3 points - Collaboration)
Engage Indigenous: Economic/tourism advantages, dance, place, explanation, story,
experience, bush food, mountains. Authenticity - organised by Indigenous. (7 points,
history/culture)
Use State Plan (section 46 application) to show that to a certain point can acknowledge selfassessment rights (not expensive dev applications) (7 points - Eco/recreational tourism)
Noosa Plan and TN - how and where to put tiny houses on trails - self seeding model (6
points - eco/recreational tourism)
Paddock to plate tourism - cluster of small businesses - café, bakery, farm shop (5 points eco/recreational tourism).
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The proposed idea for a network of local businesses was most highly prioritised. It aligns with the
themes that are in previous workshops around developing tools to support and build community
collaboration. This network of local business in the region leverages strength in numbers to provide
quality tourism experiences year-round, across seasonal changes. This is particularly relevant for the
recreational activities such as those linked to the trails network, as they depend upon seasonal
weather fluctuation. Similarly, participants noted the value of collaboration between farms and
hospitality business combining in paddock to plate ventures.
Involving the local Aboriginal community in tourism opportunities and promoting Indigenous
heritage, culture and connection with the land, was a recurring theme throughout the workshop.
This would not only help to guide ecotourism in the region in healthy ways that recognise and
preserve indigenous history, but also leverage tourist interest in Aboriginal culture and history of the
region that could have commercial potential. It was noted that an authentic approach is needed,
ensuring Aboriginal people are able to lead these opportunities.
Jodie Williams from Kin Kin general store and black ant catering provided insight into her journey in
business and implored those interested in business ventures to start small and grow in phases,
follow a business plan and bring customers on the journey with you. Tourism Noosa’s community
and sustainability officer, Juanita Bloomfield, explained the challenge of diverting tourism inland
from Noosa, as a hugely popular beach and coastal destination. Juanita also reiterated Tourisms
Noosa’s capacity to support events that would attract visitors to the region. Martin Duncan of
Country Noosa, Slow Food Noosa and the Food and advocate for the food and Agribusiness network
(FAN) emphasises the recent good work coming out of the Noosa Country Drive initiative and the
opportunity there for new rural enterprise to be involved. USC’s Claudia Baldwin noted the need for
improved disability access across the region, and the potential economic value of this market, who
may be more likely to travel in the off-season and bring family and carers.
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Purchase Intercept Survey
Survey respondents were all aged 25 years and over with the majority (75%) over 45 years. The
results of the purchase intercept survey were based on 29 respondents, 12 were male, 17 female
and all aged 25 years and above, as shown in Figure 9. More than half indicated that it was
important for them to shop locally with 89% indicating that they intend to shop locally. (Figure 10 &
Figure 11). Reasons respondents gave for intentionally purchasing local produce were
•
•
•
•
•
•

More likely organic/spray free
Better quality/ fresher
Support the environment
Support the local farmers/ community
Prefer to spend more money on better quality produce
Waste reduction

Reason respondents gave for not intentionally purchasing local were:
• Local is generally more expensive as majority of food is also organic or ‘spray-free’.
• Not as convenient as shopping at the supermarket.

Figure 9 Age of Respondents.

Many respondent were aware that fruit and vegetables are grown locally but many were unable to
specify which (Figure 12). Respondents identified produce from farmers markets and organic stores
such as Belmondos Organic Market and Organika as ‘local.
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Figure 10 Importance to shop locally.

Figure 11 Intention to shop locally.

Figure 12 Awareness of locally produced food.

Of the factors that most influenced them purchasing local were, in order, supporting local
communities, healthiness of food, familiarity and environmentally sustainability. Factors such as
customer convenience, price, social norms and culture were less important (Figure 13). While most
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food shopping was at the major supermarkets, the majority of fruit and vegetable purchases were
made at local markets (Figure 14). Figure 15 shows the distance travelled (food miles) by survey
respondents. The majority of respondents travelled less than 3km to purchase food.

Figure 13 Factors influencing local purchase. 1= not very influential, 5 = very influential.
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Figure 14 Location of food purchases.

Figure 15 Distance travelled by survey respondents to purchase food.
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Concept Papers
Concept papers topics can be considered as opportunities and/or enablers. Opportunities can be
defined as new prospects or openings for landowners living in the Noosa hinterland for example
Sustainable Grazing, Carbon Farming, Ecotourism, Holistic Management, Small scale farming and
niche products. Enablers can be defined as important in assisting, facilitating and empowering
current and existing activities and land use practices for example Permaculture, Pest and weed
control and Marketing and distribution. The concept paper on History of Agriculture provides a welldocumented description of past agricultural practices in the Noosa Shire and possible influences on
today’s opportunities.

Carbon Farming
Carbon Farming is the process of managing soil, water, vegetation and animals to increase carbon
sequestration (carbon storage and capture) and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Increasing
carbon in the soils leads to improved soil quality, soil fertility and more productive land. Carbon
Farming can range from changing or introducing a single land use practice or incorporating several
land use practices together that are designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Some common
agricultural practices such as tilling and overgrazing can remove carbon from the soil and return
carbon to the atmosphere (Figure 16).

Figure 16 Source: Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC)

The Australian Government’s Emissions Reduction Fund (ERF) has been established to help reduce
Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions and promotes carbon farming practices. The ERF allows
projects to generate carbon credits for revenue, however economic viability is based on economies
of scale. With the existence of smaller land parcels in the Noosa hinterland current ERF
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opportunities are limiting. However there is an avenue for smaller holdings to aggregate together
and apply as a single platform to earn carbon credits. There are also opportunities for landholders to
voluntarily increase carbon in the soil. Noosa Council and Noosa Landcare run voluntary programs
such as Land for Wildlife. Further research is much needed in Carbon Farming specifically around
creating new carbon markets and soil carbon testing methods.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Carbon Farming by Dr Sandra O’
Sullivan (SOSJ Consulting) Appendix 3.

Eco-tourism, Recreation and Farm-based tourism
For residents of rural Noosa considering an eco-tourism or farm-based tourism business venture,
this paper outlines ideas and opportunities in the Noosa hinterland region. It includes short stay
visitor accommodation, either in a home-stay or bed and breakfast, businesses promoting local
produce, such as farm-gate sales, pick-your-own businesses, and cafés and associated
agribusinesses. This paper discusses the planning and zoning requirements and constraints
associated with rural and rural settlement areas in the Noosa hinterland region to inform new
development. Two case studies, one local, the other international, are used to inspire new
businesses and provide insight into viability of farm-gate and trail-based opportunities. Finally,
resources and links are included for those seeking further information.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Eco-tourism, recreation and farmbased tourism

Mixed Farming and Holistic Management
This concept paper aims to provide high-level information on mixed farming and holistic
management to existing or potential new landowners in the Noosa Shire Hinterland as part of the
Noosa Rural Enterprise Plan. Information links to holistic management training are also provided.
Case studies are documented including Bunya Grove Produce (pictured below), just 57 kilometres
from Noosa. This farm runs farm tours, supplies to local markets and has been successful in
increasing capacity through holistic management.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Mixed Farming and Holistic
Management by Dr Sandra O’ Sullivan (SOSJ Consulting) and Jason Virtue.
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Small scale agriculture and niche products
The Noosa hinterland is mainly comprised of smaller lots particularly suitable for various types of
small scale agriculture and creation of niche products. Banyan View Farm Case Study provides an
excellent example of cultivation on a small area of land for market garden crops. The second case
study is of a niche product, Noosa Black coffee grown at Kin Kin, in the Noosa hinterland on just
under three hectares. The paper also summarises new opportunities, constraints and includes useful
information links for grower advice, industry associations, certifying bodies and marketing cooperatives.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Small Scale Agriculture and Niche
Produce by Dr Sandra O’ Sullivan (SOSJ Consulting) with Nina Saxton

Sustainable Grazing
This concept paper authored by local expert Dick Barnes describes what works best for raising beef
in the Noosa hinterland. The discussion highlights the significance of rotational grazing of cattle,
breed type and pasture requirements. The concept paper provides invaluable information on further
opportunities and feasibility studies being currently conducted by Country Noosa such as Yearling
Beef which is funded by Noosa Council. The idea of group farming is also raised.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Sustainable Grazing in the Noosa
hinterland and surrounding areas by Dick Barnes.

Permaculture
This concept outlines the key methods and basics of Permaculture but more importantly provides
information links to local associations that have been established to promote and support those
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interesting in Permaculture. For example Permaculture Noosa holds monthly meetings, has a library,
holds a market and also has a seed bank available.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Permaculture by Bill Berry
(Permaculture Noosa), Tom and Zaia Kendall (Kendall Permaculture, Permaculture Research Institute
Sunshine Coast).

Pest & Weed Control
This information piece covers the topics of pest and weed control and waste management. It
outlines some of the primary plant and animal pests of the region, and provide links to resources on
how to identify, treat, and manage their impact in the short and long term. It also provide links to
important information from Noosa Council on how to manage waste, and case studies detailing
examples of common pests and treatment programs in place to manage them.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Pest & Weed Control by The Social
Deck with support from Phil Moran (Noosa District Landcare) and Ken English (Noosa Council)

Marketing, Distribution, Collaboration and Networks.
Discussions and outcomes from initial REP workshops uncovered the need to improve on
collaboration and resource sharing. A number of opportunities and avenues to connection between
land owners, growers, customers and distributors in the region are documented.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper Marketing, Distribution, Collaboration
and Networks by The Social Deck.

Information: History of agriculture
The concept paper on the history of agriculture in the Noosa Shire gives a detailed account of when
different types of agriculture were introduced to the region. It provides a well-documented
description of indigenous agriculture practices followed by attempts carried out by the first
European settlers. The concept paper provides industry snapshots for the Noosa area including
information on timber logging with the first sawmill operating from 1871 to 1892, followed by
commercial dairy in the late 1890s, cattle grazing, bananas, and lastly pasture seed production
peaking in the mid-1960’s to 1970s.
For further information please see Appendix 3 Concept Paper History of Agriculture by Brian O’
Connor and John News.
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